Technical sheet: The AquamenS
Duration: three passages of 30 minutes each / Allow at least three quarters of an hour between each pass
Artists: two
Technicians: two
Set up: two hours
Disassembly: one hour
Day or night intervention
Lodge : provide a box of 9 m2 minimum with sanitary as close as possible to the place of performance
Provide 4 chairs + 2 tables
Also provide 60 liters of mineral water per day of service
Provide a standard 220V electrical outlet 16A
Parking: Provide from the arrival until the departure a closed and / or guarded parking for a station wagon registered
CB 213 HZ / Otherwise, the vehicle parking fee will be charged to the organizer
Provide a snack at the assembly site before and after the performance
If the trip is by plane, provide :
1.For a stay of up to three days : 4 cabin baggage + 3 hold baggage :
4 cabin luggage
1 suitcase (75 * 50 * 30 = 155 cm cumulated / 23 kg maximum)
2 identical racks (dimensions one rack: 90 * 42 * 38 = 170 cm accumulated / weight one rack: 23 kg
maximum)
2.For a stay of more than three days : 4 cabin baggage + 7 hold baggage :
4 cabin luggage
5 luggage cases (158 cm cumulated each / 23 kg maximum)
2 identical racks (dimensions one rack: 90 * 42 * 38 = 170 cm accumulated / weight one rack: 23 kg maximum)
3. Provide 10 goldfish.
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